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We extend Ljusternik-Schnirelmann category theory to a relative G-category theory. The theory 
is related to the equivariant cohomological index of Fadell and Husseini. After giving computations 
for a number of examples, we present an application of the theory to the problem of finding 
critical points of invariant functionals. 
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1. Introduction 
The category of a topological space introduced by Ljusternik and Schnirelmann 
has been shown to give important information about the existence of critical points 
and in proving so-called “Borsuk-Ulam” theorems. A great deal of work has been 
done developing the theory surrounding this topological invariant (e.g. see [9-l 11). 
In this exposition, extensions of the theory are made in the presence of a group 
action (symmetry). 
We consider several notions of relative G-category. One of these, in nonequivariant 
form, can be related to a relative version of the category of Whitehead [14] and 
both can be related to an extension of d-category of Puppe and Clapp [2] to a 
relative setting. We also show the relation to a relative cohomological index of 
Fade11 and Husseini. 
Numerous examples and computations are given throughout as well as applica- 
tions of these theories to the problem of finding critical points of invariant 
functionals. 
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2. Relative G-category 
Let G be a compact Lie group and let Y be a path connected, normal G-space 
such that every orbit Gy E Y is a G-neighborhood retract. (For example, if Y is a 
manifold with G acting smoothly, or Y is a simplicial complex with G finite and 
acting simplicially [l].) Let A # Q?J be a fixed closed invariant subset of Y. Assume 
there exists an open invariant set V containing A such that the diagram 
is G-homotopy commutative for some G-map p and inclusions (Y and p. V is said 
to be G-categorical relative to A. 
Analogous to [3] and [4] we define two notions of relative G-category. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be an invariant subset of Y which contains A. Set 
G-cat.(X, A) = n 
if X can be covered by n open sets {U, , . . . , Un} such that each U, is G-categorical 
relative to A, and n is minimal with this property. 
Definition 2.2. Let X be an invariant subset of Y which contains A. Set 
G-cat*,(X, A) = n 
if X can be covered by n open sets { W, U1, . . . , U,-,} such that W is G-categorical 
relative to A, each U, is G-categorical (see [5]) and n is minimal with this property. 
Remarks. (1) If G acts trivially on Y, then G-cat(X, A) = cat(X, A) and G- 
cat*(X, A) = cat*(X, A) + 1, the relative categories of [3] and [4]. The reason for 
the difference of one with cat* is simply in how the cover is counted. 
(2) If G acts freely on Y, then each relative G-category is the corresponding 
nonequivariant relative category applied to the orbit spaces. 
(3) If A=@, we take G-categorical relative to A to be just G-categorical and 
G-cat,(X, A) = G-cat*,(X, A) = G-cat,X, 
where G-cat yX is the G-category of [5]. 
(4) One can extend the notion of category as defined by Whitehead [ 141 and the 
notion of &-category defined by Puppe and Clapp [2] to a relative setting and relate 
it to the relative category here. This will be presented in a future work. 
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Proposition 2.3. If A c Y contains minimal orbits, that is for each y E Y, there is a 
point a E A and a path a,. from y to a in Y such that G? c G,,(,) for all t E [0, 11, then 
G-cat.(X, A) s G-catY,(X, A). 
Proof. Assume G-cat?(X, A) = n and let { W, U,, . . . , U,_,} be a cover of X such 
that W is G-categorical relative to A and each U, is G-categorical. Since Y is 
normal, we can find an open G-set W’c Y such that AC W’c w’c W with 
U n W’ = 0. The following argument holds for each i = 1, . . . , n - 1. 
Since U, is G-categorical we have the G-homotopy commutative diagram 
u, - Y 
‘?,/ 
GY 
for some y E Y. Since A has minimal orbits, we may choose a path (Y from y to 
some point a E A such that G? c G,(,, for all t E [0, 11. Define a G-homotopy 
H:GxI+X by H(g, t)=ga(t). Let J:G + Gy be the map defined by v(g) = gy 
and consider the diagram 
where fi([gy], t) = H(g, t) = ga( t). I? is clearly continuous and is well defined since 
G,, = G,c,, for all t. Now fi([gy],l)=H(g,l)=ga(l)=gaEGa so k is a G- 
homotopy taking Gy to Ga. Thus U, u W’ is G-categorical relative to A. Hence 
G-caty(X, A) s n. il 
Remark. In the nonequivariant setting (G = identity), the assumption of minimal 
orbits above reduces to path connectivity. 
In most simple cases we find that G-cat and G-cat* are equal but there can be 
differences as is illustrated in the simple example given in Appendix A. 
Each of the following properties holds for either y(X, A) = G-cat*,(X, A) or 
y(X, A) = G-cat.(X, A). 
(1) (Normalization) If X is open and G-categorical relative to A, then 
y(X, A) = 1. 
(2) (Monotonicity) 
(a) If AcX,cXZ~ Y, then y(X,,A)sy(X,,A). 
(b) If 9: Y+ Y is an equivariant homeomorphism with cplA =idA, then 
Y(X, A) = y(cp(X), A). 
(3) (Continuity) For any closed invariant set X containing A there is an open 
invariant set U containing X such that y( fl, A) = y(X, A). 
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Subadditivity takes on a different form in the two cases. For G-cat* we have the 
very nice form: 
(4) (Subadditivity) If A c X,, then 
G-cat*,(X,uX,,A)cG-catc(X,,A)+G-cat.X,. 
In order to keep the discussion less complicated we will focus primarily on G-cat* 
and refer the reader to Appendix B for comments on the corresponding results for 
G-cat. 
The following properties are useful in computations of relative G-category. 
Proposition 2.4. Let A and B be G-spaces. If X = A 0 B has the G-action induced by 
the join (i.e. g( ta, (1 - t) b) = (tga, (1 - t)gb)), then 
(a) G-cat*(X, A) s 1-t G-cat B, 
(b) G-cat*(X - B, A) = G-cat(X -B, A) = 1. 
Proposition 2.5. let A, X and Y be invariant sets in some G-space M such that 
A c X n Y. Let f: (X, A) + ( Y, A) and g : ( Y, A) + (X, A) be equivariant maps such 
that f 0 g is G-homotopic(re1 A) to id, and g 0 f is G-homotopic(re1 A) to id,. 7’hen 
G-cat$(X, A) = G-cat*,( Y, A). 
Moreover, if M is a G-ANR we have that 
G-cat&(X, A) = G-cat*,( Y, A). 
Combining the techniques for cuplength (or index) in the relative setting with 
that in the equivariant setting provides us with a cohomological cuplength (or index) 
which acts as a lower bound for relative G-category. Let p : EC + BG denote a 
universal G-bundle (with EC paracompact) and set E = EC to simplify subsequent 
notation. For a paracompact G-space X define the coordinatewise action on E x X 
so that E x X is a free G-space. Let E xG X = (E x X)/G. Using Alexander-Spanier 
cohomology [13] for a paracompact G-pair (X, A), define the G-cohomology 
Hz(X,A)=H*(E xa(X,A)) where E xo(X,A)=(E xcX,E x,A). 
To get a cohomological lower bound for G-cat* regard Hg(X, A) as a module 
over H$( Y) as follows. For A E W&( Y), w E H$(X, A), hw = j*(A) . w, where j* is 
the map induced by the inclusion j: X c Y and the cup product is H:(X)@ 
H$(X, A) + Hz(X, A). Then let Annih Hg(X, A) be the annihilator of Hg(X, A) 
as a Hg( Y)-module (i.e. Annih Hg(X, A) = {A E H&( Y)lA . w =0 for all w E 
H:(X, A)]). 
Definition 2.6. (a) Set G-IndexY(X, A) = 0 if Hg(X, A) = 0. 
(b) Set G-index.(X, A) = 1 if Hg(x, A) # 0 and for any A E H!&( Y), p 3 1, A E 
Annih Hz(X, A). 
(c) If n 32, set G-Index,(X, A) = n if there exist n - 1 elements u, E H:(Y), 
p, 3 1, 1 s is n - 1, such that the product u, * u2 . . . . . u,_, @ Annih Hz(X, A) and 
n is maximal with this property. 
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Because the G-categorical sets are only contractible to an orbit, the standard 
argument showing Index to be a lower bound for category fails unless we have the 
following condition. 
Definition 2.7. The action of G on Y is cohomologically free over YC if H &( Gx; Yt) = 0 
for all x E Y and n 2 1 where Gx represents the orbit of x in Y. 
Examples. (1) If the action is free, then it is cohomologically free. 
(2) If the action has only finite isotropy groups and the field is the rational field 
Q, then the action is cohomologically free. 
Theorem 2.8. If the action of G on Y is cohomologically free over YC and if the inclusion 
j, : (X, A) + ( Y, A) induces a surjection j: : H&( Y, A) + Hg(X, A), then 
G-Index.(X, A) < G-cat*,(X, A). 
Proof. If G-cat$(X, A) = 1 the proof is clear, for then H$(X, A) = 0. Assume G- 
cat*y(X, A) = n 2 2, n finite, and let { W, U,, . . . , U,,_,} be the corresponding cover 
of X. Assume without loss that H$(X, A) # 0 and choose w E Hg(X, A). Also choose 
elements ui E H:( Y), n I & 1, 14 is n - 1 and let j* be the homomorphism induced 
by the inclusion j: X + Y. From the G-homotopy commutative diagram 
where Gy is an orbit in Y and (Y is inclusion, we have the commutative diagram 
H*,(Q) L H*,(Y) 
Since the action of G on Y is cohomologically free, HF;( Gy) = 0 and (Y* is the zero 
map. Hence in the cohomology sequence for the pair ( Y, U,), the map Hz( Y, Ui) + 
H&(Y) is surjective. Thus we can pull back each U, to an element v, E H&( Y, Ui). 
In the same way, using the assumption that jx is surjective, we can pull back 
w E Hg(X, A) to an element W E Hz( Y, W). Finally, from the commutative diagram 
below we see that j*(u,~u,~...~u,~,)~~=~~(v,)~...~~~_,(v,~,)~~*(~)=O 
where a: and /3* are induced by inclusions. Thus G-Index,(X, A) < n. 17 
We now illustrate the computation of G-cat* with a number of examples. 
Example 2.9. In each of these examples let X = S*“+’ c C and G = S’. 
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HT,(X)OHT,(X, A) P HT;(X, A) 
(1) Let G act on X by 
t(zO ,..., z,)=(.$mOz, ,..., [m,a~n), mi#O for i=l,..., n. 
Hence all the isotropy groups are finite subgroups of S’. Taking A = (4, we wish to 
compute G-cat*(S”‘+‘, 0) = G-cat(S2”+’ ). First note that if rn, = 1 for all i, then the 
action is free and G-cat( S2”+‘) = cat( CP”) = n + 1. 
Now we will compute G-cat for the case m = m, =. . . = m, # 1 so that G, = Z, 
for all x E S’“+‘. One can easily show that in this case S2”+‘/G is homeomorphic , 
to CP” so that G-Index(S*“+‘, 0) = n. The action is cohomologically free over Q 
since all isotropy groups are finite and thus G-cat(S*“+‘) 3 n + 1. 
Since S*“+‘/ G = CP”, cat( S2”+‘/ G) = n + 1 and the homotopies on the categorical 
sets in the orbit space can be lifted to yield a G-categorical cover for S*“+‘. This 
lifting of homotopies is possible since we only have the single isotropy type so that 
the Palais covering homotopy theorem [ 121 can be applied. Or we can simply apply 
the ordinary covering homotopy theorem to S2n+‘/ G, = S”‘+‘/ G where G, = G/Z,. 
Hence G-cat( S*“+‘) = n + 1. 
For the general case, again G-Index(S’“+‘, 0) = n (see [S]). We view S2n+1 as the 
join S2nl-'o. . . 0 S2nh-1, n = C ni - 1, where the action on each S2”-’ has only one 
isotropy type. Now clearly, 
G-c&( S2n+1) < G-cat( S2”-‘) +. . . + G-cat(S2”~p’) S 1 ni = n + 1. 
Thus, again G-cat( S2”+‘) = n + 1. 
(2) Let A = S2ki’, k< n and let G act freely on X by 
5(zo, ZI 3 . . ., z,)=(5Zo,SZ,,.‘.,~z’Zn), 5ES’,Z,E@. 
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To compute the relative categories we first compute Hs(S”‘+‘, S*‘+‘). Since the 
action is free, 
~g(S*n+r, Sk+’ ) = H*(S’“+‘/G, S*‘+‘/G) = H*(CP”, CPk). 
Now from the cohomology sequence of the pair (CP”, @Ph) we compute that 
H”(@P”,CPk)=O for p<2k+l and HP(@P”,CPk)=HHP(@P”) for p>2k+2. 
Hence G-Index(S*“+‘, S*‘+‘) = n -k. 
If we view sZn+l = s2”” o S2(n-k--l)+l and apply Proposition 2.4 we have that 
G_cat*(S’“+‘, SZk+‘) < I + G_cat(S2(“-k-‘)+‘) 
Hence 
= 1 + cat(@P”-k-‘) 
=l+(n-k-l)+l=n-k+l. 
G-cat*(S’“+‘, SZk+‘) = n - k+ 1. 
Remark. Since the action in this example is free we have that G-cat*(S*“+‘, S2kt’) = 
cat*(@P”, CP”) and computations similar to the above in the nonequivariant setting 
would yield the same results. In particular, 
cat*(@P”, @Pk) = n -k+ 1. 
Also, by the same argument, we see that for finite k 
cat*(@P”, CPk) = +cO. 
(3) Let G act on X by 
5(%>ZI>...> z,) = (C$m’9g, m~Z*) . . ) y,rZ,), 
with m, 2 . . .Z m, # 0 so that for all x E X, G, is finite. If A = SZk+’ represents the 
first (k+ 1) coordinates then A contains minimal orbits (see Proposition 2.3). If we 
take coefficients in the rational field Q, we have H$(S*“+‘) = H*(S*“+‘/G) and 
thus H’&( S*“+‘) vanishes for p large. A simple spectral sequence argument on the 
fibration 9 : E xG S”‘+’ + BG with fiber S*“+i yields Hz(S*“+‘) I- H*(CP”). 
Similarly H:;(SZkt’) = H*(@Pk) so that H&(S*“+‘, SZkt’) = H*(@P”, @Pk). Thus, 
as in Example (2), G-Index(S”‘+‘, S2kt’) = n -k. 
Now 
G-cat*(S”‘+‘, S’“+‘) s 1 + G-cat( S2(nmkp’)+‘) (Proposition 2.4) 
=l+(n-k-l)+1 (Example (1)) 
=n-k+l. 
Hence, 
G-cat*( S”‘+‘, SZkt’) = n - k + 1. 
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A difficulty in Theorem 2.8 is that the action is required to be cohomologically 
free throughout all of Y. One would like to only require the action to be cohomologi- 
tally free on Y-A (in particular for the case when A contains fixed points) but 
the limiting orbits Gy in the deformations of the G-categorical sets could very well 
lie in A and hence cohomologically free must be required on A as well. This leads 
to the following alternative definition of G-cat*. 
Definition 2.10. Let X be an invariant subset of Y which contains A. Set 
G-cat$*(X, A) = n 
if X can be covered by n open sets W, U,, . . . , U,-, such that W is G-categorical 
relative to A, each U, is G-categorical with limiting orbit in Y-A, and n is minimal 
with this property. If no such finite cover exists, set G-cat?*(X, A) = +a. 
We have the relation G-cat$(X, A) G G-cat$*(X, A) and we now get the following 
theorem whose proof follows exactly the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2.8. 
Theorem 2.11. If the action of G is cohomologically free over X on Y - A, and if the 
inclusion j : (X, A) + ( Y, A) induces a surjection, then 
G-Indexy(X, A) < G-cat$*(X, A). 
Unfortunately G-cat *y* does not have many properties which one would like for 
a category theory. For a further discussion of G-cat ** including a computation in 
the presence of fixed points, we refer the reader to Appendix B. 
3. Critical point theorem 
We briefly note that with certain assumptions, the presented relative G-categories 
satisfy the necessary properties of monotonicity, continuity, subadditivity, compact- 
ness and orbit count to be applied to critical point Theorems 5.3 of [6] and 10.3 of 
[S]. In particular, pairing G-cat** with the nonrelative G-category of [5] we can 
apply these results to the following example. 
Example 3.1. Let M = S*“+’ = Szk+’ 0 S”+’ and let G = S’ act freely on SZk+’ and 
trivially on S2’+‘. M is a G-space by the induced G-action on the join. Let 
A = MC = S2’” and let B = S2k+‘. Now G-cat**( M, A) = G-cat**(S’“+‘, S”+‘) = 
n - 1-t 1 by Example B.5 of Appendix B. However, 
G_cat**(M - B, A) = G_cat**(S*“+’ - SZkt’, S*‘+‘) = 1 
by Proposition 2.4. Thus, if f: S 2n+’ + R is an invariant C’-functional satisfying 
(gPS) and such that min f ISZk+' > max f IS2’+’ thenfhasatleast(n-l+l)-l=n-1 
critical orbits. 
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4. Cohomological index theory 
Substantial work in critical point theory has been done recently using a relative 
cohomological index due to Fade11 and Husseini [6]. It is therefore worthwhile to 
consider how this relates to the present relative equivariant categories. We first 
define this cohomological index and then show that under certain conditions it is 
a lower bound for relative G-cat*. 
Let G be a compact Lie group and (X, A) a G-pair with X paracompact and 
A # @and closed in X. Let p : E -+ BG be a universal G-space. Recall that Hg(X, A) = 
H*(E xG (X, A)). Let A be a subring of H$(pt) = H*(BG) and let qx : E xG-X+ 
BG be the map induced by the projection E x X + E. Hence we have that Hg(X, A) 
is a A-module by the multiplication Aw = q%(h) . w where the cup product is given 
by H*,(X)@H:(X, A) + H:(X, A). 
Definition 4.1. Index, (X, A) = rank(n/%) where 011= Annih, H$(X, A) 
To relate Index, to G-cat* we compare it to G-Index, the lower bound for G-cat*. 
Let Y be a paracompact G-space which has X as an invariant subspace. Recall 
that Hz(X, A) is an H*,( Y)-module via the inclusion induced map j*: Hg( Y) + 
Hz(X) and the cup product Hg(X)OH$(X, A)+ H$(X, A). Using this structure 
we defined G-Index.(X, A) (see Definition 2.6). 
Proposition 4.2. If A = H*( BG) and A is monogenic, then 
Index ,(X, A)< G-Index.(X, A). 
Proof. Assume G-Index,(X,A)= k. Hence for any collection {U,}f;=, such that 
u, E H:(Y), n, 2 1, we have u, . u2.. . . . uh E Annih Hg(X, A). Let a be the gen- 
erator of 11 and consider the commutative diagram 
q* 
H*(BG) ’ l Hz(Y) 
H*G(X) 
where qv is induced by the projection E x Y-+ E. 
NOW qg(a“) =,j*q$(ak) =j*([q$(a)lk). But [q$(cy)lh is in Annih Hg(X, A) c 
Hs( Y) SO ~~‘~Annih, H&(X, A)cA. Thus rank(A/%)s k and Index,,(X,A)< 
G-Index.(X, A). 0 
Corollary 4.3. If A = H*( BG) and is monogenic, the action of G on Y is cohomologi- 
tally free and the inclusion j : (X, A) + ( Y, A) induces a surjection on cohomology, then 
index ,(X, A) < G-cat$(X, A). 
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Appendix A 
This appendix provides an example for which G-cat,(X, A) and G-cat:(X, A) 
differ. Taking G to be the identity, we do the computations with the nonequivariant 
cat,, cat? and Index as defined in [4]. 
Example. Let Y = X = T’ (the 2-torus) and let A = S’ c T2 be the inner meridian 
of X. We wish to compute cat( T2, S’) and cat*( T2, S’). It is clear that both are at 
least 2 since the torus is not contractible to a meridian. It is also not hard to see 
that there is a 2-cover of sets which are categorical relative to A by taking the “top” 
half and the “bottom” half of X as U, and U, each of which contracts to A in X. 
Hence cat( T2, S’) = 2. However, there is not a 2-cover of sets in the sense needed 
for cat*. To prove this we compute Index( T2, S’) noting first that since Y = X in 
this case, clearly the inclusionj : (X, A) + ( Y, A) induces a surjection on cohomology 
so that Index( T2, S’) is indeed a lower bound for cat*( T2, S’) [4] (see Remark 
below). From the cohomology sequence for the pair ( T2, S’) we compute that 
0 forp=O, 
HP(T2,S’)= Z 
( 
forp=1,2, 
0 forpZ3 
with the restriction map r: T2+ ( T2, S’) inducing an injection on cohomology in 
dimension 1 and an isomorphism in dimension 2. Let a E H’( T2, S’) be a generator 
and let a E H’( T2) be the generator such that a # Y*(Q). Using the diagram 
H’( T2)OH’( T2, S’) J H2( T2, S’) 
I- lr* T 
H’(T2)0H’(T2) - H2( T2) 
we see that Y*( a . a) = a . r*( cx) is nonzero in H’( T’). But since r* is an isomorphism 
in dimension 2 we have that a. (Y # 0. Hence Index( T2, S’) 3 2. One can easily find 
a 3-cover for (T’, S’) in the sense of cat* and hence cat*( T2, S’) = 3. 
Remark. The assumption that the inclusion j : (X, A) + ( Y, A) induces a surjection 
on cohomology is not included in Theorem 11.7 of [4] but is required in the proof. 
This example also serves to exhibit a difference in application to the critical point 
concept of linking [3]. Let Y = X = T2 and A = S’ as in the above example. Let 
B = x,g A. We have shown that cat,(X, A) = 2 and since X-x” is not contractible 
to A, cat y(X -x0, A) = 2 also and hence A and x,, do not y-link for y = cat y. We 
have also shown that cat$(X, A) = 3 but a 2-cover can easily be found for (X -x0, A) 
in the sense of cat% and thus cat*y(X-x,, A)<3. Hence cat*y(X-x0, A)< 
cat*y(X, A) so that A and x0 do y-link for y = cat:. 
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Appendix B 
In this appendix we will briefly consider what properties presented for G-cat* 
also hold for G-cat and G-cat ** There are two important differences for G-cat . 
which hinder computations considerably. The first is the subadditivity property. 
Proposition B.l (Subadditivity). (a) If A c X, and A c X,, then 
G-caty(X,uX2,A)cG-cat,(X,,A)+G-caty(X2,A). 
We can obtain a subadditivity for G-cat more like that of G-cat* if we assume more 
on our spaces. 
(b) Let AC X, and let X1 be closed and disjoint from A. Also assume that any 
orbit Gy in Y can be equivariantly deformed into A (for example, if A contains minimal 
orbits as in Proposition 2.3). Then 
G-cat,(X,uX,,A)sG-caty(X,,A)+G-catyX2 
The second difference is with regard to cuplength. 
Definition B.2. If Y is a paracompact G-space, then the relative G-cuplength of a 
G-pair (X, A) in Y 
G-cl,(X, A) = k 
if there exist ui E Hg( Y, A), 1 s i c k, such that j*(u, . u2. . . . . uk) # 0 where 
j: (X, A) + ( Y, A) is inclusion and k is maximal with this property. 
Theorem B.3. G-cl.(X, A) < G-cat.(X, A). 
An advantage of Theorem B.2 over the corresponding Theorem 2.8 for G-cat* is 
that the cohomologically free condition is not required. A significant disadvantage, 
however, is that G-cl is typically a weaker lower bound than G-Index and hence 
is not as useful in computations. 
For example, in Example 2.9(2) and (3) we have G-cl(S*“+‘, S2k+‘) = [n/(k+ l)], 
the greatest integer less than n/(k+ 1). Hence we can only determine that 
[n/( k + l)] < G-cat( S’“‘+‘, SZk+‘) d n -k+ 1, with the second inequality coming 
from G-cat(S”‘+‘, Sk+‘) s G-cat*(S*“+‘, S*“+‘). 
Difficulties in the computation of G-cat** arise in that it does not relate well with 
the nonrelative G-cat because of the added restriction on limiting orbits. Also, 
without strong hypotheses, homotopy invariance does not hold. However, we do 
have the following form of subadditivity. 
Proposition B-4. If A c Xl, then 
G-cat$*(X,uXZ, A)s G-cat$*(X,, A)+G-cat,-,(X2-A). 
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Hence Proposition 2.4 will also hold for G-cat**. 
We now present an example which allows for fixed points and hence must use 
G-cat** instead of G-cat*. 
Example B.5. Using the notation of Example 2.9 we let G act on X by 
s(zO,z ,,..., z,)=(~“~~z,,&“~z ,,..., &mja~,), m,#O for k+lSiSn. 
So A = S“+’ contains the fixed point set of the action. In this case we apply 
Lemma 1.6 of [7] to get that H~(S2”“)=~*(BG) 0, H*(S2”+‘) and then from 
Lemma 1.9 of [7], 
H*G(S2n+‘, !?+‘) = {p, (Y . p, . ) cxn-k-’ . p 1 anpk . p = 0). 
Thus G-Index(S2”+‘, S’“+‘) = n -k so applying Proposition 2.4 for G-cat** and 
Theorem 2.11, we have G-cat**(S”‘+‘, S2”+‘) = n-k+ 1. 
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